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Let Today Be a Holiday: 365 Ways to Co-Create with God 
 

Book Review 

If you are open-minded and you are seeking ways to enhance yourself physically and your 
enlightenment mentally and spiritually, then you will want to read Rose Rosetree's book, Let Today be a 
Holiday: 365 Ways to Co-create with God. 

In a modern, creative fashion, Rosetree presents 365 inspiring and motivating messages that you can 
read straight through in a few sittings to acquaint yourself with the goal of the book and her goal for 
you. 

You will want to mark your favourite passages, techniques, and exercises as you read so that you can 
return smoothly upon completion to put them to use. 

Or you can start an open adventure and just see where Rosetree leads you with her exuberant 
presentation of ideas and step-by-step practices that can improve your body, mind, and soul. 

You may choose to read in chronological order, one message at a time, on a daily calendar basis from 
the beginning and invite in all the joy you can from January through December; or you can begin with 
any month you wish and continue for 365 days and beyond using what you have learned. 

Or you may prefer to read randomly for inspiration and motivation. That can work, too. 

Because Let Today be a Holiday is a modern-day workbook for a happier and more fulfilled life, you 
can put Rosetree's guidance to your very best use not only by reading but also by studying, assimilating, 
and practicing what she so generously shares. 

No matter how you read it, Rosetree's book, Let Today be a Holiday, is a must read for you, and it is a 
great gift book for your like-minded friends. 

Like James Allen, 19th century Englishman, author of As a Man Thinketh, who says, "A man's mind 
may be likened to a garden, which may be intelligently cultivated or allowed to run wild; but whether 
cultivated or neglected, it must and will bring forth," Rosetree says, "Creativity isn't optional. You were 
born to create. If you don't make something good, you'll create anyway" (p. 8). 

Let Today be a Holiday offers not only inspiring words written in beautifully flowing prose and Rose 
Rosetree's original poetry to stimulate your positive thinking, but also it supplies a multitude of plans to 
put your goals into action for creating a better life and to bring forth good. 

 -- The Writer's Friend. Linda Davis Kyle 


